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Ved Prakash Sharma was an Indian writer of Hindi novels and
screenplays. He wrote 176 novels (approximately 23 novels of

them). He is considered one of the most popular science fiction
writers in history. Last night, Sanjay Dutt arranged for Mark
Drum to do a literary biography[en] of Prakash Sharma. In

September 2011, it was reported that he would write a biography
of Prakashi Sharma, which would begin publication in 2013. The
biography will include daily and weekly interviews about his life

and literary work. Mark Drum will write a biographical book in 18
days.[4] His pseudonym "Mathilde Sharma" was coined by his

grandfather, and he took it from the name of his "dream girl" and
wife. Prakashyan Prakash Sharma, the son of Prabuddha Gopal

Sharma and Trilok Sharma[5] (NTV)[6], refers to various
websites, magazines, websites, blogs and books. He uses aliases:

Charam, Charme, Charmed, Charmer, Harrime (various
pronunciations), and Charmer. Mangali was born on May 21, 1975
in Kandolim, Haryana. His father was a doctor and his mother was

a housewife. In 1976, Mangal dies of cancer. At the age of 8,
Mangal cycles from Delhi to Bombay when his parents are
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transporting things to London[7]. M. G. Sharma was born in
Bombay in a family of immigrants from Haryana, in which he was

the fourth child.Mangal's mother, Trilok Suresh Sharma, was a
housewife and lived separately with her two daughters. Trilok and

Sharma's three eldest sons worked day and night, moving from
hospital to hospital serving wealthy clients and high-ranking
officials. Mangal's parents were religious people and built an

imitation of Jainism to create an excuse for not studying chemistry
in school. Later in his autobiography, Sharma says that there were

several other religions in the house, Buddhism, Hinduism and
Islam. Sharma studied at the Bharawat Yamuna school, then at a

college with the Indian government. When he was 19 he moved to
Penang with his friends and photographed the Indian football

team. With a young Sha
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